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Abstract
Automatic generation
of training data

We present a novel method for the semantic segmentation
of 3D data in large-scale urban environment. Our method
significantly reduces the intensive labeling cost in previous
works by automatically generating training data from the
input data. The automatic generation of training data begins with the initialization of training data with weak priors
in the urban environment, followed by a filtering scheme
to remove mislabeled training samples. We formulate the
filtering as a binary labeling optimization problem over a
conditional random filed that we call object graph, simultaneously integrating spatial smoothness preference and label
consistency between 2D and 3D. Toward the final parsing,
with the automatically generated training data, a Conditional Radom Field (CRF) based parsing method that integrates the coordination of image appearance and 3D geometry is adopted to perform the parsing of large-scale urban
scenes.
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Figure 1: Overview of the proposed method

1. Introduction

approaches, which inevitably becomes an obstacle to applying these traditional parsing methods to the large-scale
parsing of urban scenes. Even though there exist some
databases with annotations for the urban street scene, such
as the CBCL StreetScenes database [2], they are still limited
in scale and variance of data sources.
To reduce the cost of manually annotating training data
for the parsing of large scale urban scenes, we present a
large scale parsing system that can automatically generate
training data from input data. Given the coordination of the
input images and 3D data, the automatic proposal of training data is achieved by fully utilizing the prevailing knowledge of urban environment. Intuitively, some simple priors can be easily used to distinguish instances of different
categories in the urban environment. These priors may not
be valid for every instance of the categories, but valid for
most of them, and thus we call them weak priors. The weak
priors are treated as “weak classifiers” and are combined
to recognize instances of different categories from the input

With the maturity and popularity of automatic image
capturing devices (e.g., cameras mounted on cars or UAVs),
high-resolution urban image data (both street-view and
aerial-view) become easier to obtain than ever before. The
increasing volume of urban image data has raised the scale
of urban 3D reconstruction to an unprecedented city-scale
level.
Extracting the semantic information (i.e., parsing) from
reconstructed 3D data (either point cloud or triangular
mesh) becomes the upcoming goal because of the strong
demand for scene understanding, content-based object retrieval or large-scale surveying. Although parsing of urban
images has been studied in recent years [4, 14, 15, 7, 6]
with encouraging results demonstrated, these methods require a large amount of training data that can account for the
vast visual and structural variance of urban environments.
Unfortunately, such training data is mostly obtained by tedious and time-consuming manual labeling in the previous
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Labeling initialization. The labeling initialization starts
with extracting objects of different categories from the 3D
data with a hierarchical primitive-fitting algorithm [1]. Objects of different categories are extracted and recognized sequentially.
Based on some weak priors about each category, the object model for the category specifies several discriminative
properties for recognizing objects of the category, which includes properties of the following several aspects: (1) Covered area on the dominant plane. (2) Average height above
the ground. (3) Shape estimation. We use the ratio of eigenvalues of covariance matrix for all points in an object to distinguish between three basic shapes of objects: line, surface
and scatter cloud, similar defined in [10]. (4) Ratio of points
whose dominant normal direction are vertical and horizontal. This attribute is to estimate the verticalness of objects.
By leveraging pre-defined priors, we can initially identify the category that each object belongs to.
With the initialized labeling of the categories in the 3D
data and the registration parameters to images, the labeling
initialization for these categories in image space is carried
out by transferring the initialized labels of 3D points to image space.

data. The recognized instances are likely to be misclassified
since the weak priors are solely from simple observations.
In the next step, a filtering scheme to remove the mislabeled
training samples in the initial training data is introduced by
formulating it as a binary labeling problem over a CRF. The
unary confidence for the initial labeling is estimated by a
cross-validation inspired algorithm. The interaction term
imposes the geometric spatial smoothness and label consistency which characterizes the correspondences between
images and 3D data and is encoded in a carefully designed
joint 2D-3D object graph.
Finally, with the automatically generated training data,
we use a CRF-based joint 2D-3D method to simultaneously
segment the 3D data clouds and images into five most common categories. In street environment, the categories include building, car, tree, ground and sky (in images) as the
previous works [16, 7] did. In aerial view, the categories
include road, building, tree, grass, water and others.
In summary, the contributions of our approach are three
folds. 1) The utilization of weak priors in urban images and
3D data automates the generation of training data, significantly reducing the intensive manual labeling in previous
works. To our best knowledge, this is the very first exploration of this idea for scene parsing. 2) The novel joint
2D-3D object graph significantly purifies the automatically
generated training samples. 3) We demonstrate the potential
of fully automatic large-scale parsing of urban scene with
comparative performance to that achieved by using manually labeled training data.

Filtering of mislabeled training samples. As the automatically initialized training samples are generated with
only weak priors, some of them are probably mislabeled. To
remove the mislabeled training samples, we propose a filtering scheme based on the flexible CRF formulation [13, 9].
The confidence for the initial labeling served as the unary
potential in CRF-based formulation is estimated jointly
with the appearance information from 2D images and geometric information from 3D data. Furthermore, we integrate the spatial smoothness and label consistency between
images and 3D data as well. All these cues are integrated
into a CRF model that we call object graph to robustly identify and remove the mislabeled training samples.
The confidence estimation process for each category follows the standard Leave-one-out cross-validation of multiple rounds with random data partitions. In each round of the
cross-validation, the initial training data is randomly partitioned into two sets, training set and testing set. A binary
classifier is trained by the data from training set. Suppose
the binary classifier performs better than random guess, if
the initial label of a sample from testing set agrees with that
predicted by the trained classifier, then the probability that
the initial label is correct is large than 1/2. As the testing in
each round of the cross-validation is based on random data
partition and thus can be treated as independent testing, the
more times a sample’s initial label agrees with the predicted
label, the more likely its initial label is correct.
In the following, we use P(y, k) to denote the probability that a sample is classified as a positive sample k times

Related work For the parsing of urban images, different
methods have been proposed [14, 16, 7, 12], which usually
formulate the parsing problem with graphical models, such
as the CRF. The semantic segmentation of 3D urban data
is well studied in the previous works [5, 11]. In [11], the
authors introduced a probabilistic, two-stage classification
framework for the semantic segmentation of urban maps as
provided by a mobile robot, using both appearance information from color images and geometric information from
scan data. Without exception, the training data in all these
methods is obtained by manually labeling.

2. Our Approach
2.1. Automatic Generation of Training Data
The automatic generation of training data includes two
successive steps: 1) labeling initialization in the input data
which includes both 3D data and images; 2) filtering of mislabeled training samples. For the labeling initialization, objects of different categories are first segmented in the point
cloud or mesh, and recognized with weak priors about these
categories in 3D space. Then, we transfer the labeling of the
recognized objects from 3D space to image space to initialize the training data for the urban image parsing.
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Energy cost for 3D objects. Random variables yi ∈ Y
associated with nodes in T 0 take a value from the label set
L = {lgood , lbad } that denotes whether the initial label of
the extracted object is correct or wrong. For an object with
initial label Li , the data term φ0i (yi ) takes the following
form:

|c|(1 − Pyi ) yi = lgood
0
φi (yi ) =
(5)
|c|Pyi
yi = lbad

during the N iterations, where y ∈ {−1, +1} denotes the
true label of the sample. Suppose the classification accuracy of the trained classifiers during the N iterations is q,
then we have:
k
P(k|y = −1) = CN
(1 − q)k q N −k

(1)

k k
P(k|y = +1) = CN
q (1 − q)N −k

(2)

For a sample classified as a positive sample k times during the N iterations, the probability that its initial label is
correct is:
P(y = +1|k)

=
=

P(y = +1, k)
y∈{−1,+1} P(y, k)

(3)

P

q k (1 − q)N −k
q k (1 − q)N −k +

P(y=−1)
P(y=+1) (1

− q)k q N −k

2.2. Associative Hierarchical CRF for Joint Optimization
With the extracted objects in 3D data, we use the associative Hierarchical CRF [8] to formulate the joint segmentation problem of images and 3D data. We define a hierarchical graph G 0 = hV 0 + T 0 , EV 0 + ET 0 + EN 0 i. The global
node set T 0 denotes the extracted objects in the 3D data,
and the nodes in V 0 denote the pixels in images. For each
extracted object, we build an object graph as a part of G 0 .
For each pixel in images, we add the four neighborhood
links, denoted by EN 0 . EV 0 denotes the links between nodes
in V 0 associated with the object graphs, and ET 0 denotes
the links between nodes in V 0 and T 0 . The energy function
associated with G 0 is defined as:
X
X
E 0 (X, Y) =
φ0i (yi ) + α
φ0ij (yi , xj ) +
i∈T 0

β

X
i∈V 0

ϕ0i (xi )

3. Result and Conclusion
In this paper, we propose a novel method for the parsing
of images and 3D data of large-scale urban scenes, which
can automatically generate training data from the given input data with weak priors. First, utilizing the weak priors
about the most common categories in the urban environment, the initialized training data is generated. Then, a
filtering algorithm is proposed to remove those mislabeled
training samples in the initialized training data. Finally,
with the generated training data, a CRF-based parsing module is proposed for the parsing of large scale street scenes,
which uses both the image appearance information and geometry information. Our method are able to apply to largescale scenes. The results are shown in Figure 2.

(i,j)∈ET 0

+γ

X

ϕ0ij (xi , xj )

Here, the estimated confidence Pyi is obtained by testing
with the trained binary Random Forest classifiers for the
category Li , the updated object model for the category Li .
|c| is the number of points contained in the object. The
smooth term φ0ij (yi , xj ) are used to encode label consistency between the 3D point cloud and 2D images, which
are defined as:

(1 − 2Pyi )/0.1|c| yi = lgood ,xi 6= Li
φ0ij (yi , xj ) =
0
yi = lbad or xi = Li
(6)
The weights α, β, γ in (4) can be estimated by the cross
validation on a hold-out set, and we solve the optimization
problem (4) with the α-expansion algorithm [3].

(4)

(i,j)∈EV 0 +EN 0

This energy function integrates the image appearance information, geometry information and object level information
obtained from the scanned point cloud or mesh together.
Different cost terms are explained in the following:
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